
BEAR BLITZ

MAFS- Grade 5

180 Days of Math Fluency



Write the number in two other forms.

BEAR Blitz - Day 1
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



Complete the equation, and tell which property you used.

Solve.

BEAR Blitz - Day 2
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



Solve.

BEAR Blitz - Day 3
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



Solve.

Write the number in two other forms.

BEAR Blitz - Day 4
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



Identify the value of the underlined number.

Solve.

Complete the equation, and tell which property you used.

BEAR Blitz - Day 5
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



Solve.

BEAR Blitz - Day 6
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



Solve.

Find the value.

BEAR Blitz - Day 7
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



Solve.

BEAR Blitz - Day 8
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



Solve.

BEAR Blitz - Day 9
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



Solve.

BEAR Blitz - Day 10
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



Solve.

BEAR Blitz - Day 11
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



Solve.

BEAR Blitz - Day 12
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



Solve.

Use multiplication and the Distributive Property to find the quotient.

BEAR Blitz - Day 13
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



Solve.

BEAR Blitz - Day 14
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



Write the rule for the numerical pattern below.

Solve.

BEAR Blitz - Day 15
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



Write in word form and exponent form

10 x 10

10 x 10 x 10

BEAR Blitz - Day 16
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



Solve.

Stretch Your Thinking 
Use the Distributive Property to rewrite and find the solution to the following 
expression.

4 x (25 + 4)

BEAR Blitz - Day 17
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



Find the value and write in word form.

BEAR Blitz - Day 18
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 19
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



Solve.

BEAR Blitz - Day 20
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 21



BEAR Blitz - Day 22
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



Write a word problem for the expression given.

Rewrite the expression with parentheses to equal the given value.

BEAR Blitz - Day 23
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



Solve.

BEAR Blitz - Day 24
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.

What is the value of the expression:                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
½  x (4 + 6 x 3) – 9

Create an equivalent expression that includes 

a set of parentheses so that the value of the 

expression is 2.

An expression is shown: 3 + 8 – 4 x 2 – 12  



BEAR Blitz - Day 25
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 26
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



Solve.

Write an expression for the following problem. 

BEAR Blitz - Day 27
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



Solve.

BEAR Blitz - Day 28
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.

How many times greater is the value 
0.34 than the value 0.0034?



Find the missing digit

Solve.

BEAR Blitz - Day 29
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.

What is 0.523 x 10²?



BEAR Blitz - Day 30
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



Solve.

BEAR Blitz - Day 31
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



Solve.

BEAR Blitz - Day 32
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



Solve.

BEAR Blitz - Day 33
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.

Brianna saved $153.  Elena saved 3 times 
as much as Brianna.  How much did Elena 
save?  How much did Briana and Elena 
save together?



Solve.

BEAR Blitz - Day 34
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 35
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 36
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



Solve.

BEAR Blitz - Day 37
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 38
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



Solve.

BEAR Blitz - Day 39
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



Solve.

BEAR Blitz - Day 40
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



Solve.

BEAR Blitz - Day 41
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 42
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



Solve.

BEAR Blitz - Day 43
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 44
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



Write equivalent fractions for the pair of fractions.

BEAR Blitz - Day 45
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



Solve.

Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.

BEAR Blitz - Day 46



BEAR Blitz - Day 47
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 48
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 49
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



Write equivalent fractions for the pair of fractions given.

BEAR Blitz - Day 50
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



Solve.

Which point is located at (1,5)?

True or False.

Point C is located at (6,4).

Why or why not?

Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.

BEAR Blitz - Day 51



Solve.

BEAR Blitz - Day 52
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 53
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



Solve.

Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.

BEAR Blitz - Day 54



Complete the sequence.

BEAR Blitz - Day 55
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



Why is the origin called the origin?

BEAR Blitz - Day 56
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.

What is the space called where you plot 
points? (Hint: It's on a plane.)



Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.

BEAR Blitz - Day 57



Complete the sequence.

BEAR Blitz - Day 58
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 59
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.

How do you know the point you selected 
makes a right angle?

What additional points could Lily Kim 
plot to make a square?



Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.

BEAR Blitz - Day 60



BEAR Blitz - Day 61
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.

What is the value of the 
expression? 5.2 x 10.38



Solve.

BEAR Blitz - Day 62
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



Solve.

Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.

BEAR Blitz - Day 63

An expression is shown:                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
12.25 + 3.05 + 0.6                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

What is the value of the 
expression?



BEAR Blitz - Day 64
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 65
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 66
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 67
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



Solve.

BEAR Blitz - Day 68
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.

BEAR Blitz - Day 69



BEAR Blitz - Day 70
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 71
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 72
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 73
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 74
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 75
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



Solve.

Write the number in two other forms.

BEAR Blitz - Day 76
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 77
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 78

Use the data from above to order the decimals from greatest to 
least.



Name the place to which each number was rounded.

BEAR Blitz - Day 79
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.

What is 3.149 rounded to 
the nearest hundredth?



BEAR Blitz - Day 80
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 81
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 82
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 83
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



Solve.

BEAR Blitz - Day 84
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 85



BEAR Blitz - Day 86
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 87
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 88
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 89
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 90
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.

BEAR Blitz - Day 91



BEAR Blitz - Day 92
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 93
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 94
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 95
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 96
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.

BEAR Blitz - Day 97



BEAR Blitz - Day 98
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 99
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 100
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 101
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 102
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 103
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 104
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 105
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 106
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 107
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 108
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 109
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 110
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 111
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 112
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 113
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 114
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 115
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 116
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 117
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 118
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 119
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 120
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 121
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 122
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 123
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 124
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 125
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 126
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 127
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 128
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 129
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 130
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 131
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 132
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 133
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 134
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 135
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 136
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 137
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 138
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 139
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 140
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 141
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 142
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 143
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 144
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 145
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 146
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 147
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 148
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 149
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 150
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 151
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 152
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 153
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 154
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 155
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 156
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 157
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 158
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 159
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 160
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 161
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 162
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 163
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 164
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 165
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 166
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 167
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 168
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 169
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 170
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 171
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 172
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 173
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 174
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 175
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 176
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.

BEAR Blitz - Day 177



BEAR Blitz - Day 178
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 179
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.



BEAR Blitz - Day 180
Read the problem on the left column and use the space on the right for your answer.


